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Chen Guevarra - backside wallride



what ch’u know bout china banks?
Chen Guevarra - nosebonk
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bombers in formation

pop and not give a fuck what happens!
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Chen Guevarra - front smith

*

Justin O’Connor - no comply

Chen Guevarra - backside wallride



NYC



This trip was pretty 

spur of the moment. We 

didn’t even decide on a 

destination until a cou-

ple days before we left. 

Have stoke will travel. 

This was the vibe on 

the whole trip. Skating 

through the street’s, not 

having a clue where we 

are heading. Running 

into spots left and right. 

Who did what here? 

Oh THIS spot. Thats 

just New York I guess.

Alex McMillan - wallie nose manual

Tom Craske - front lip
Alex McMillan - 5050



Tom Craske - wallie front lip



Alex McMillan - wallie

Dom Wisniewski - boardslide



True to the nature of the 
trip. On our last night, 
while walking around, we 
came across this skate-
park only a block away 
from our hostel in New 
Jersey. We were stoked. 
It has a 6 foot mini and a 
street course. Not the best 
but we’ll take it. Made 
the last morning that 
much better. Breakfast 
sesh and we were gone. 
Thanks for havin us! *

Tom Craske - front smith

Dom Wisniewski - ollie

Tom Craske - tomnado

Tom Craske - front disaster



PHOTO GALLERYNate Buchinger - back 50



Nate Buchinger - pole jam

Tom Craske - front rock



Titus Weise - front 5050 Nate Buchinger - nosebonk



Cody Swift - backside flip Chen Guevarra - back smith



Andrew Yates - filing cabinent drop in

Tom Craske - frontside wallride
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